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PFOA first detected in Hoosick Falls’ water 
by resident Michael Hickey



Existing Levels:
• EPA’s Health Advisory: 400 ppt
• NYS’s Standard for Unspecified Organic Contaminants: 50,000 ppt

2015

New York State Department of Health:

Environmental Protection Agency:



The co-production of ignorance has 
contributed to the absence of enforceable 
standards and the delayed/uneven testing 
for PFOA. 

Why did this come to light outside of 
regulatory testing? 
Why was there no enforceable regulatory 
standard for PFOA at the time?



Unseen Science

(Grandjean 2018)

Unseen Science: “research that is 
conducted but never shared outside of 
institutional boundaries” (Richter et al. 2018).

(Billott 2001)



Incommensurate Science
❖ Incommensurate Science: science that is produced at scales, speeds, or in 

forms that cannot possibly address the scales, speeds or forms of its subject matter

❖ Unregulated Contaminants 
Monitoring Rule’s (UCMR) 
Incommensurate Science
❖ Speed: Slowness with respect to 

large universe of potential 
contaminants

❖ Scale: Exclusion of water 
systems serving under 10,000 & 
private wells

❖ Form: Reporting levels higher 
than detection levels

(Eurofins Eaton Analytics)
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Culture of Minimization & Inaction 

(Sinclair et al. 2006)

Earlier Knowledge & Expertise



Culture of Minimization & Inaction 
Culture of CEH Attributed to:
❖ Disciplinary Backgrounds

❖ Tools of those disciplines
❖ Lack of broader 

representation
❖ Dis/incentives: to not find 

problems & alarm publics
❖ Capacity for further work
❖ Repercussions

Illustration of “lamppost epidemiology” from “The Final White Wash of Love Canal.” Everyone’s 
Backyard. Vol 26 No 3, Fall 2008.

“And I remember talking to my boss at the time at the Health Department, and I said, you know, we 
should really take some samples there, because it’s in the same building and we would expect 
similar kinds of impact. And he said, “No, do not go there. I don’t want people to get upset. I don’t 
want us to find something there, and then have very upset parents whose kids are at the daycare 

center.” 

                                                                                              - Former CEH Staff Member 



Analysis & Conclusions
❖ Absence of regulation as a consequence of: 

❖ Unseen science

❖ Incommensurate science

❖ A culture of minimization and inaction

❖ Industrial and Regulatory systems as systems of 
knowledge/ignorance production

❖ Production of ignorance -> apparent absence of crises




